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ii) Definition of

A family of curves is said to fill the surface F if each com-

ponent of its complement is simply connected. Define to be

the subcomplex of A consisting of all simplices <aO, ... ,ak >

such that {ail does not fill F. There is a natural action of

r; on A given by [f] . <cxO, ... ,ak > <f(aO), ... ,f(cxk » and

since this action preserves A it restricts to an action on A-A.co co
The main theorem of this chapter is:

Theorem 2 ..1: There is a homeomorphism w: r ' -Jo- A - Aco which commutes
g 1

the action of the mapping class group r.
g

Sections 2 and 3 of this chapter are devoted to the proof of this

theorem. Before we go on, however, we will discuss in some detail

the case where g = 1.

iii) Example, g = 1

A single simple closed curve cannot fill the torus, but any

arc-system with 2 or more curves (rank lor 2) must do so. This

means that Aco contains only the vertices of A: these in turn

may be identified with U {co}: if {m,£} is a basis for TIIF

corresponding to two non-homotopic simple closed curves meeting

only at * then any other simple closed curve a through *
represents aIm + a 2£ in TIIF with prime to a 2. Associating

a1/a2 to ex gives the bijection between Aco and U {a}. It
is easy to see that two curves with parameters (al,a2) and (bl,b2)
are isotopic to ones which meet only at * exactly when a 1b2 - a 2bl = cL

We may therefore identify A with lH U U {ce} , where lH is the

hyperbolic plane as in figure 2.1 (upper half plane model) fi9ure

2.2 (Eoincare model).

Figure 2.1
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Figure 2.2

Since ri may be identified with lli, the picture gives an illustra-

tion of theorem 2.1.

It should be pointed out that the situation is much more compli-

cated in higher genus. Since it takes 2g curves to fill the

surface, Aoo contains the 2g - 2 skelton of A; however, it also

contains pieces of the skeleta of A up to codimension 2. The
existence of these higher dimensional cells will turn out to be a

red herring, however, because we will see in chapter 4 that A
oo

has the homotopy type of a wedge of spheres of dimension 2g - 2.

§2 The Conformal Point of View: Strebel Quadratic Differentials.

In this section we will give the Mumford-Strebel proof of

Theorem 2.1. The main ingredient is the theory of quadratic

differentials.


